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World War I also known as the First World War or the Great War, was a global war
originating in Europe that lasted from 28 July to 11 November Over 30 nations declared war
between and The majority joined on the side of the Allies, including Serbia, Russia, France,
Britain, Italy and the.2 days ago World War I, also called First World War or Great War, an
international conflict that in –18 embroiled most of the nations of Europe along.In the first
battle of World War I, the Germans assaulted the heavily fortified city of Liege, using the most
powerful weapons in their arsenal—enormous siege.First World marinduquemovers.com - A
multimedia history of world war one.The causes of the First World War are still being debated
a century on, but time has led to some clarity.Documentary Ferdinand, Andree Bernard. A
comprehensive survey of the history of World War I. The First World War Poster. A
comprehensive survey of.Is the title we use for the war accurate? Was is truly a global war and
was it the first?.Causes of the First World War. This document was written by Stephen Tonge.
I am most grateful to have his kind permission to include it on the web site.The definitive
account of the Great War and national bestseller from one of our most eminent military
historians, John Keegan. The First World War created the.'The Great War' shows you the
history of the First World War in the four years from to , exactly years ago. Our host Indy
takes you back week by.Everything you need to know about the first year of World War One
in a 12 minute video.THE world—or, at least, those parts of it that participated in the original
events— has recently been taking great interest in the first world war.Repington concludes: 'I
suggested The World War as a shade better title, and finally we mutually agreed to call it The
First World War in order to prevent the.The International Encyclopedia of the First World War
(WW1) is a collaborative international research project designed to develop a virtual
English-language.The First World War: Sources for History' presents a broad selection of
documents, audio and film from The National Archives and the Imperial War Museum.Index
Menu. Sections include Timeline, Outbreak, Allied Forces, Central Powers, Important Battles,
Political Leaders, Trench Warfare, Women at War, Weapons.In June , the first 14, American
Expeditionary Force soldiers landed in Saint-Nazaire, France. Their arrival marked a tectonic
shift in global politics.Women were paid less than the men who they replaced, which led to the
first successful Women munition workers sorting shells during the First World War.Women
munition workers stacking a reserve of shell castings during the first World War. Photograph:
Universal History Archive/UIG via Getty.On 6 April , America declared war on Germany and
charged into the first world war. After nearly three years of reluctance, its hand was.Primary
source material for the study of the Great War including diaries, personal narratives, trench
journals, photographs, posters, cartoons, aerial leaflets.
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